1. What year was the Museum’s full mount Moose caught and how much did it weigh?

2. In the Vermont Wetlands display, what two types of mammals are shown eating birds?

3. Can you name the animal that does not belong in the “Woodland Mammals” display?

4. What two meals have the Opossums caught?

5. Which Polar Bear displayed was collected by John “Kipy” Barnett? HINT: Polar Bear with seal or standing Polar Bear?

6. What kind of habitat do the Muskrats live in?

7. Woodchucks (also known as Groundhogs) are True Hibernators which have their body temperature hover around what temperature range in degrees Fahrenheit?

8. In the smaller “Woodland Mammals” exhibit, why are the Snowshoe Hares two different colors? HINT: Read the panel above the Red Fox.

Thank you for participating in our Closer Look Scavenger Hunt! Please be sure to return your clipboard to the black bench.
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